
Pretenses
As a film junkie, I felt I should expand on my perception of film and, as a result, I looked up ways
to analyze films deeper after my brief TV education. As such, there are four general categories
that I look at within each film due to these four categories having relevance in pretty much every
film:

- Cinematography
- Editing
- Mise-en-Scène (MES)
- Narrative/Plot

“But what about the acting, characters, dialogue, effects, and other things?” Good question. Not
all of those things are relevant in every movie of existence. They are in almost every movie
released today, but including all of those things in an analysis guide limits one’s perception of
their enjoyment of films (at least for me). Obviously, this is my opinion and I know that not
everybody watches films in the way that I do, but I think only having four general categories with
multiple sub-categories fitting into each category leaves more room for open analysis and open
perception. There are films with great narratives that don’t have characters or dialogue in them.
There are also films out there that don’t have a soundtrack but utilize other forms of sound in a
compelling way. There are films out there with beautiful compositions that don’t include actors or
special effects. I do have a full PDF of my analysis guide on the site.

Grades for each category from best to worst:
● S+ (+++)
● S (+++)
● A (+++ or ++)
● B+ (++)
● B (+)
● C+ (+)
● C (=)
● C- (-)
● D (- or --)
● F (--)
● P (-- or ---)
● T (---)

keep in mind that these grades are only used as guidelines for my own articulation of how I
analyze a film and that my final film rating for each film (I.e., Legendary, Decent, etc.) is not
reflective of any sort of sum, difference, product, or quotient from a mathematic equation--I
believe that adding math into the equation takes the enjoyment out of watching and analyzing
films



Movie Pungency
pungent (adj.): having a sharply strong taste or smell
pungency (n.): the quality or state of pungent
movie pungency (n.): the level of how intense a film is through the images, dialogue, storyline,
or any other qualities within the film

● Level 1: Minicamp
● Level 2: Very Low
● Level 3: Low
● Level 4: Lower Medium
● Level 5: Medium
● Level 6: Upper Medium
● Level 7: High
● Level 8: Very High
● Level 9: Epitome of Intensity (EOI)

Main Genres
link to source: https://rateyourmusic.com/charts/top/film/all-time/ (RYM doesn’t have the film
genres conveniently located anymore for some reason, so I’m just posting their top films chart)

● Drama
● Adventure
● Action
● Comedy
● Crime
● Documentary
● Experimental
● Fantasy
● Horror
● Mystery
● Science Fiction
● Thriller
● Western
● History

Sub-Genres
The list is extensive, but it’s pretty much things like Psychological Drama, Space Opera, Biopic,
Black Comedy, Period Drama, Political Thriller, Gangster Film, Slice of Life,
Coming-of-Age--basically anything that can fit in as a sub-category to a main genre.

https://rateyourmusic.com/charts/top/film/all-time/


The Chase Section
Pretty self-explanatory: it’s the actual, detailed review portion.

Strengths and Weaknesses Section
This section represents the most notable aspects of a film (positively or negatively) and can be
as long as possible. However, I limit myself to only including six specific aspects per
article/review since most of the important points of discussion are spoken of in “The Chase”
section.
This section is not always included in film review articles.

Attributes Summary Section
The four main attributes of film to pay attention to, in my view, are cinematography, editing,
mise-en-scène, and narrative/plot. Since not every film has actors or a soundtrack but does
have some form of visuals and editing; that’s why the generalization exists. Every film has some
sort of narrative as well given that even the experimental films incorporate scenes and shoot
footage for a reason and it conveys a narrative.

My Film Ratings

● Historically Excellent
○ aka 10/10 or 5/5

● Legendary
○ aka 9/10 or 4.5/5

● Great
○ aka 8/10 or 4/5

● Solid
○ aka 7/10 or 3.5/5

● Decent
○ aka 6/10 or 3/5

● Pedestrian
○ aka 5/10 or 2.5/5

● Inadequate
○ aka 4/10 or 2/5

● Rough
○ aka 3/10 or 1.5/5

● Unpleasant
○ aka 2/10 or 1/5

● Horrific
○ aka 1/10 or 0.5/5

● Historically Awful
○ aka 0/10 or 0/5



Bonus Ratings

● Cinematic Spectacular
○ A special categorization of the films that tower above other films in quality and

are worthy of being recognized as the best of the best of the best.
● AAAC

○ Films that had no chance of success since they have either an irredeemable
premise, irredeemable technical qualities, or general irredeemableness.

● GIAT
○ Films that are a pleasant surprise and should be given a chance, even if they

seem off-putting to many others.


